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Signs in the Moon
Four blood-moon eclipses in a row is a Tetrad.
This is rare. All on feast days defies the odds.
The last two times this happened were:
..After the birth of Israel - and the 6-Day War.

This will happen again in 2014-15.
What does this mean?
Visit our website to hear this program free!
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Listener Comment - ..Reggie White
Eliyahu, have you seen this?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UINyN4HInSI&feature=player_embedded
Tsiyon Answer - ..Reggie White
This is a fantastic video. I think that Reggie was always a for-real kind of guy. It is so cool that
YHWH brought him to the truth of his Hebrew roots before his death.

Has the Lord released you to write

Tsiyon Answer - ..Book on Revelation
Thank you so much for writing. I'm glad to hear your response on reading my book - and that you
want more.
I plan on releasing several more books on Revelation. I'm working on all of them at once, to
different degrees. My next book should be out before long, but this next one is not a part of the
Revelation series. It centers on the book of Isaiah and, I think, contributes to the over all picture we
need to look at.
If you need more on Revelation right now I suggest our Revelation Series CDs. There is a form in
the back of your book to get them, or you can order online here:
http://tsiyon.org/
Listener Comment - ..Aramaic NT
Have you seen the Aramaic NT?
Tsiyon Answer - ..Aramaic NT
I use the original free Aramaic translations online at:
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Listener Comment - ..Book on Revelation
I completed your new book on Revelations.... wonderful!!
more? If so when will you offer it?
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Paul Younan's translation:
http://www.aramaicpeshitta.com/AramaicNTtools/peshitta_interlinear.htm
James Murdock's translation: http://www.aramaicpeshitta.com/AramaicNTtools/Murdock/

Our Israel Site

Listener Comment - ..Aramaic NT
This Aramaic NT info is new to me. I did not know it existed until a few days ago. After much
searching and reading I found this. this is very cool!
http://www.dukhrana.com/peshitta/

Thoughts from Eliyahu ben David:
Here are the main verses I'm talking about..
[The Jews] will fall by the edge of the sword, and will be led captive into all the nations.
Free Download!
Jerusalem will be trampled down by the Gentiles, until the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled.
[Then] there will be signs in the sun, moon, and stars; and on the earth anxiety of nations, in
perplexity for the roaring of the sea and the waves; men fainting for fear, and for expectation of the
~ Latest Book! ~
things which are coming on the world: for the powers of the heavens will be shaken.
Get a Free sample
Then they will see the Son of Man coming in a cloud with power and great glory.
But when these things begin to happen, look up, and lift up your heads, because your redemption
is near.” Luke 21:24-28
Messiah clearly tells us to "look up" to consider the "signs in the sky." Once again, in our latest
program we are doing just that. When you match up the signs in the sky correctly with the set-apart
time of YHWH, what do you get? What you get is key information that YHWH has stored up for us
until these last days. These signs, unfolding at the very time of prophesied events, show our
Almighty Creator's absolute foreknowledge and control of His universe. While I expect everyone to
approach this subject with a careful eye to verify the facts, I believe you will be impressed with the
message that we find encoded in the cosmos by our Creator from the time of Creation, that is
unfolding now, in His appointed time, in this final generation. This program comes to grips with
questions many have had about the 2014-2015 blood moon feast-day tetrad and what it means. I'm
not playing it safe or hedging my bets - in this latest program I'll tell you exactly what these signs in
the sky seem to be signaling for 2014-15. Listen to the program, then you judge for yourself
whether you agree. Oh, and Tsiyon Ministry Partners, be sure to download your supplement with all
of the documentation for the program.

Be prepared...

Blessings and Shalom,

Eliyahu ben David
..Get the Silver Kingdom Shekel

www.tsiyon.org

Pass It On
If you know someone who would like to
receive this newsletter, please forward.
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